A proof is given of the physically plausible theorem that in a nuclear reaction produced with an unpolarized beam of given orbital angular momentum incident on an unpolarized target, the angular distribution of the outgoing intensity cannot be more complicated than that of the incoming intensity. 
HE purpose of this note is to give a simple proof, based on symmetry arguments, of a conjecture made by Critchfield and Teller' concerning the angular distribution of the outgoing particles in. a nuclear reaction, This conjecture, which is at the outset very plausible, may be stated as follows: In a, nuclear reaction produced with an unpolarised beam of given orbital angular momentum incident on an unpolarized target, the angular distribution of the outgoing intensity cannot be more complicated than that of the incoming intensity. The statement appears plausible since the spins of the incident particle and target nucleus are unpolarized so the only angular eRects which can occur are those produced by the incident wave. The wave function of the incident particle will, in general, contain terms corresponding to many orbital angular momenta. If the energy of the incoming particle is not too high, only the terms of low angular momentum will contribute to the reaction. Ke consider, in particular, the case for which the only term contributing appreciably corresponds to an orbital angular momentum, I.. This I. may be greater than zero as a consequence of a selection rule.
For an arbitrary coordinate system the spatial dependence of the incoming wave is given by some linear combination of the pc, let us say, Z a-4c". nate system can be chosen in such a way that each possible value of p occurs for a given value of j. In particular, the value p=j will appear for every j. Since p, is never greater than 2I. , it follows that j cannot be greater than 2I.. &' and we wish to show that the largest value of j' which can occur is j'=2L.
To demonstrate this, we note that the product PP'f~~" in the outgoing intensity is multiplied by a spin factor P,~~' P, -&~~"&. The latter product may also be analyzed into a linear combination of P;. &". Then the over-all transformation properties of the outgoing intensity are
given by a combination of terms of the form and these may be analyzed into a series of p,~w ith j =j'+j", lg' -y" l. This final series is identical with our analysis in the preceding paragraph which was made without reference to the distribution of angular momentum between spin and orbit. Therefore, j&2I.. But j= j, '+j, "" always occurs in the series4 where j, "' is the largest value of j', so we must have j "'+j, ""&2I.or finally j "&2I as was to be proved. It is to be noted that j, "&2L also but it does not appear to be possible to attach a simple physical significance to this result.
The proof for any number of product particles with arbitrary spins follows in similar manner.
In general, one comes to a result of the form j--'+j--"+j-"'+ . . &2L so that j, "'&2L.
' jm, x'+jmag, occur only once so there can be no cancellation of this term as there may be for the lower values «i '+i".
